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Child Care
Program
Hours
Alumni Phonathon
Need Money?

March 15-29th

Check Our Ads!

Please Donate!!

1~e~~

Panel Discussion on Women's Issues
Question and Answer Session after

Everyone Welcome (Fellas Too!)
Monday, March 30, 6 - 8:30 p.m.
In the GSU Theatre

ANOREXIA-BULIMA
SELF-HELP GROUP
on GSU Campus, Room A1804
(Student Life Meeting Room)
First and Third Saturday of Each Month
at

1

~ptoms include:

Abnormal weipt •
R.efuaalto eat
Exceuive excrcieo
DiiiOrled bocly-imap:-lbeiiiiCivea u fat thouJb eccuaUy thin
Self-induced vomitiaa, laxative, diet pill, or diuretic abule to
control wciJbt

Dcprellioa

Binae ealiiJI
• Information: Joanna Stench, ext. 2526

R&F
7:38 &m - 5:15 p.m.
SM. 6 Su.. Cloled

58' o-tt

-~~~u~~Program

1f/tmt&1t'S
II;J/1S7tJ~ ?lttJ?tn
Discussion

M-T-W:
7:30 &m - 7:30 p.m

By Louis Sc:hullz
When a student asked professor Eli Segal if the Media Communications program would be
canceled, Segal said he was
shocked.
What professor Segal later
learned was Media Communications bad been listed as
a program to be ~nsidered " ...
for either 'elimination' or
'phase down'," in a memorandum originating from the
Provost's office.
The March 6th memorandum,
written by Provost David Curtis, was addressed to President
Leo
Goodman-Malamuth,
Academic Program Elimination Review Committee Mem~
bers, Deans, and Division
Chairpersons. Soon thereafter,
the memorandum and its contents were discussed by addi~
tional faculty and staff.
Eventually, the memo was
leaked to studerrts. This
reporter found that memos
were copied and left accessible
to students.
Professors were taken off
guard by students who learned
of the memo before they did.
Listed in the memorandum
for ~limination" or <phase
down" are the following undergraduate programs:
Art, Health Administration,
Media Communications, Medi-

ATTENTION
Ride the IC in the evening?
Plans are in the making for a van to transport students to
and from the Illinois Central train. Service would start in the
evening and continue until the last night class is over. If
you're interested, contact V argbese Mathew Student Senate
President at ext. 2123.
'

Review Causes Concern
cal Technology, Music, Public
Administration, Speech~om~
munication Studies, Social
Sciences, and Social Work.
Graduate programs listed are:
Art, Communication Studies,
Health Administration, Media
Communications,
Music,
Political Studies, and Sociology.
The Innovator requested additional information from the
Provost's office regarding the
original memo.
David Curtis responded in a
memorandum dated March
16th, which stated, "In the
process begun on December
6th, the president established
six committees composed of
students, faculty, civil service
staff and administrative staff.
and charged them to assess all
university administrative functions and all academic
programs in regard to their effectiveness and centrality to the
university's mission. After a
month of deliberations by the
six committees, plus an additional month of deliberations by
a 'summary committee' chaired
by the chairperson of the Faculty Senate, a report was
delivered to the president. • The
memo continued, " ... the list of
18 (academic majors) included
all 11 of the programs deemed
to be in the 'bottom quartile"
of majors at GSU as determined

by the five of the seven committees that ranked the majors."
The committees were formed
on December 6th of last year
when GSU President Leo
Goodman-Malamuth 11 called
on the university community to
engage in a "setting of universitypriorities."
According to Curtis, the
president was motivated by a
statement made by Arthur
Quem, chairman of the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
(IBHE). Contained in the
March 16th memo was this excerpt, attributed to Quem, "As
we confront the clear reality
that neither the taxpayer nor the
tuition payer can continue to
accept escallating inceases in
the costs of higher education,
we will come face-to-face with
the need to make choices. We
must choose to support quality
and eliminale less effective
programs. Acting on priorities
means that we put our support
behind those most important to
our mission. Those things
which are not as important to
our mission and which we do
not do well should be
eliminated."
The March 6th memo listing
courses for possible elimination
or phase down prompted the

Continued on page 8

Presidential Search Committee
Prepares for On-Campus Interviews
by Barbara A Johnson

The Presidential Search
Committee has been meeting regularly since January
to select candidates for oncampus interviews. Preliminary screening of 101
candidates was done by the
Chancellor's office. Forty
candidates names and
resumes were forwarded to
the GSU committee.
Twenty-one candidates
made the committee's first
cut, with eight being noted as
''Highly recommended" and
the other thirteen as
"Recommended." One
fourth of those selected were
women and/or minorities.
The committee was pleased
with the general caliber and
diversity of the applicants.
These candidates will be
interviewed
by
the

Chancellor's group in a tenday period. From those interviews, six to eight
candidates will be selected
for two day, on-campus interviews. These will be conducted in late April through
early June.
A preliminary schedule
for the two-day period was
put together by the committee at their Friday, Mar.l3th
meeting. Students, faculty
and staff will have several
opportunities to meet each
candidate. Settings range
from an informal "Wine and
Cheese reception" to more
structured question and
answer periods.
The actual schedule has
not been fmalized and each
schedule will be personalized for the individual can-

didate. Three periods,
however, are anticipated for
the students and alumni to
meet the candidate. One
would be the aforementioned "Wine and Cheese
reception." The second time
would be at an "Open meeting," where the candidate
would give a ten minute talk,
with a question and answer
period following. A third
meeting would be at the Student Senate interview. Students will be invited to
observe and may question
the candidate.
The INNOVATOR will
run dates and times of these
events in the message boxes
on the front page above the
Banner.

Continued on page 8
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Art Students Present Exhibit
This year's Annual GSU Student Exhibition is a remarkable collection of work representing each discipline in the Fine Arts Department Thanks to everyone that contributed work to show. Many
thanks go to Betty Burghard, John Lustig, Vallo Riberto, Candy Aljundi and Dorothy Duffala for their help in hanging the show, making
banners and posters, selling T-shirts, and everything else they did to
make the show a success.
There are still a lot ofT-shirts available. Show your support-buy a
shirt They are onlySlO each and they look GREAT, guaranteed not to
go unnoticed.
.
Professor Phillip Chen of Northwestern University judged and
critiqued the student show. His comments were perceptive, eloquent, accurate and genuine. His dedication to art and teaching and
his willingness to share his thoughts with students was clearly evident and commented upon by many that attended the critique and
reception
The reception which followed gave visitors a chance to mingle and
socialize with the artists and their teachers. Each student had two
works of art on view and were more than happy to explain their art to
anyone that asked.
The awards were presented as follows:
Graduate - First-----John Lustig, Efficiency Apartment, oil on
canvas
Graduate- Second-----Marcia Devine, Quiet Entry, pastel
Undergraduate - First-----Terry Crane, The Gospel According to
Old Man Edwards, oil on canvas
Undergraduate- Second-----George Morris, Spiritual Movement,
woodcut
Honorable Mention-----Linda Lane Haynes, Rolling Hills, mixed
media
Honorable Mention---Edward C. Smith, Nightmare, mixed
media
Congratulations!
Artforum has two trips planned, please contact the art office if you
are interested in joining us and/or would like more information
No cost
Saturday, March 28, Chicago Gallery Tour, Rauschenburg Show at
MCA, and visit to the Paper Source
Saturday, April 11, Madison, Wisconsin, to visit Museums and
Galleries. A more specific itinerary is currently being prepared and
can be obtained through the art office during the week.
ALSO-Figure drawing sessions will begin Tuesday, April7, 1992.
Anyone interested is welcome. We will meet from 5 p.m to 8 p.m in
the painting studio. The sessions are free and will continue every
Tuesday evening through and including May 5th.

by Barbara A Johnson

WHO'S THE BADDEST KILLER IN AMERICA?.-Not
Dahmer Not Speck- it's cardiovascular disease. Almost
ONE
1WO AMERICANS DIES of cardiovascular disease which includes HEART ATIACK AND STROKE as
.
well 'as Congenital and Rheumatic Heart DISease.
Prevention is the key. Smoking is the biggest risk factor for SUDDEN CARDIAC DEATH; smokers have two to four times
the risk of non-smokers. SMOKERS who have a heart attack
are more likely to die and die suddenly (within an hour) than
nonsmokers.

rN

MAYBE YOU'RE WORTH IT.••but shouldn't the animal
sacrificed for the testing have a voice in the matter? Because
ANIMALS CAN'T SPEAK OUT, Chicago-based National
Anti-Vivisection does. They've compiled a list of more than
350 companies that do not test their products on animals. It
also lists the baddies (like L'Oreal) that still persist in thes<"
OUTMODED TESTING METHODS. Send $4 to NAVS,
PCWP Department, 53 West Jackson Blvd., Suite 1552,
Chicago, IL, 60604-3795.
WANT A STUDY DONE OF YOU AND YOUR FAMI·
LY,.••but can only spare one hour? If you have children
between the ages of 12 to 18 that you care to TALK TO A
PROFESSIONAL about, You're in luck. Dr. Huntley is
CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS on campus to fmd out
more about Communication between Parents and Adolescent Children. GET YOUR VOICE HEARD. Call ext. 2154
to schedule an appointment and get the details.
"Nightmare" undergraduate honorable meation, mixed media by
Edward C. Smith. tells the story of
wbat happens wbea too mucb beer
and pretzels are eaten before
going to bed.

St. Patrick's Day
by Kevin O'Connor
Of course the interesting thing
about St Patrick's Day in Ireland
is that it is not at all popular. In
fact some years it goes by without
anyone noticing. Months after the
fact you hear people complaining
in the streets, "We missed St. Patrick's Day again, didn't we?''" Aye,
we'll get' em next year;· they say.
Others agree, "Aye, next year."
"When is it again," they ask?
Of course, this is "blarney." St
Patrick's Day is very popular both
here in America and in Ireland.
St. Patrick was an Englishman
who was commissioned by the
Romans to bring Christianity to
Ireland. In his efforts to explain
the concept of the Trinity to the Ri'

or Kingship of Ireland he used as a
symbol the clover. Hence we have
the traditional Irish representation of clover. It is said in myth
that St Patrick drove the snakes
from Ireland. These snakes were
the Druids who practiced, what
was considered by the Christians,
a pagan religion Over time the
many Gods gave way to the one
God and the Druidic Celts were
banished to lives of secret practice on the small islands which
surround the Irish coast. The gift
of Christianity brought by St Patrick is deeply cherished by the
Irish people. This highly significant event is the basis for the
holiday which we celebrate.
This St Patrick's Day if you feel
the urge to learn a little Gaelic

-'!.~~
Original T-Shirt Design£
by GSU Artforum members
Duian
Stylo:
Colon
Siuo:

11
Short Sloovo T -50/50 cottoD blond
llack Duian oa ~ (ai.-ay • vhito bland) or ~ T-ohirt
S - H - L - XI.

o.. ,,..

12

Style: Tank Top - dup ano - 100% cotton
Color: White d.aian on llack ohirt
Shoo: H - L ~ XI.

or T-ohirt (50/50)

Ploa. . pay by chock only. Include phono nu•ber. Specify otyle and oizo and
quantity. Hake chocke payable to AllTFOilUH. Return to tho OfUco of Flno •
Porfor.tna Arto - F2102.
lndicato--------------Duian
II •nd 12
Sizo:
S H L XI.
Quantity and otyle

Doolan
Stu:

II

ond I 2

S H L XL

Quantity and otylo

Procudo v1ll bo uoed for ... ch needed and anticipatod art •qutp. . nt
Hakeo a ftico &1ftl Thanko for your •upport.

Design

~\

Design

*" J.,

whatever you do don't bother consulting an Irish phrase book. Such
books are really impractical
because they never supply you
with the necessary terms needed
to conduct a reasonable conversation. Example: Is fearr le'i
meacon dearg na' meacon ba'n,
which for all practical purposes
translates easily to, She prefers
carrots to parsnips. The need for
this phrase rarely comes up. I
mean, rve never spoke those
words in my life. Furthermore.
never trust any book or advertisement which claims to teach you a
skill in an incredibly short period
of time. Unless, of course, the skill
is something very simple like,
"Operating Velcro" or "The Mystery of Thumb Tacks."
I, myself, speak a little Gaelic
as many of my kind do. You see, I
fall into that rather large category
of American Irish whose forefathers came across the sea having been contracted by American
railroads, mines and shipyards to
do some outrageous form of labor
for minimal compensation. Options such as these were most
welcome in these years of blood
and famine. That is why they came
with them bringing the spirit and
tradition of their homelands. This
system of immigration is something I call the "Celtic Railway." It
is a pattern of Migration to
America which included thousands of representatives from
each ofthe Celtic countries. These
tracks laid by the toil of our ancestors runs in both directions. there
to here and here to there. On St.
Patrick's Day I will buy a ticket on
this train. returning back to the
land of my ancestors. I don't know
when fll buy my ticket home, but I
know at least I will be among
friends.
And as I'm moving down this
line of modern towns and modern
trains. I stop at crossings in my
mind and recall the tracks of harder days. Following the Celtic
Railway.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS COULD HAPPEN TO
YOU•••or someone you know between the AGES OF 20
AND 40. Join The Super Cities Walk against MS on AprilS.
They have ROUTES ALL OVER, even one in Oak Forest
and west of here in Lockport. Register early and sign up
plenty of pledges. Call (815) 744-9000 to inquire about either
of these routes.
CHOMP, CHOMP, CHEW CHEW•••Guess who was
chewing ice into a microphone? None other than our illustrious White House Chief-of-Staff, SAM SKINNER.
Reports say the women in the audience were ON THE
FLOOR LAUGHING HYSTERICALLY while his wife
"Honey'' looked on in supportive silence.
BIG WHEELS, GET YOURSELF TURNING.••by volunteering as a Student Ambassador. This fall new students,
eager to LEARN THE ROPES, will be willing to HANG
ONTO EVERY PEARL OF WISDOM you have to offer
them. See Gladys Rogala in Admissions or cal ext. 2518 to
sign up. Remember, if you don't, these impressionable minds
may miss your IMPOSING PRESENCE on the campus
scene.
DOES YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF 'CASTILIAN' EXTEND BEYOND THE SOAP?••• A scholarship to an accredited university in Spain could be yours if you act quickly.
Awarded to a student of Spanish language or literature (or
both), the Spanish Association of the Midwest wants to hear
from you. Call 312'472-8942 for more info, the deadline to
submit an application is April4.
FOREIGN AIDS, EDUCATIONAL AIDS •••These were
normal, everyday phrases until the AIDS epidemic struck.
Seems that people are so AIDS-FEARING that even the
phrase "Vision Aids" on a recent Art forum T -shirt had to
be removed because of POSSIBLE MISINTERPRETATION. It was replaced with the phrase "Fear No Art." Get
your BACK-FROM-THE-CENSOR-T-SHIRT for $10
from the Art Forum, Rm F2102. Proceeds will be used for
much needed art equipment.

CAN YOUR
BEACHES ARE
1RASH

FOR SAN~If/

~~(,.
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'THIS IS YOUR PLACE

by TOM DASCENZO

WeU we don't have
dormitories. We doo't have
athletic teams. We can't even
experience that wooderful
college tradition of sprina
break. So Governors State
University is distinct.
Many of us attend clases all
year round. Most students
have
some
form
of
employment, though in this
~mythatemp~~tw

increasingly becommg part

time. N a poop, Govemora
State University Studeals run
tho pmut in 9· We are
llipificandy female, about
evenly halancwl between day
IDd
niaht
studeata,
UDderpluate IDd pluate.
We oft.ea find ounelvea
balancin8 multiple ro1ea
expectations. We live in off
campus communitiel that do
not undentand our roles or
committments
to
the
university
community.
Family members may see us
every eveoina md relate to us
primarily as family members
without reoopizina our roles
as university students.
Our studenh como from 10
many placea. Some drive
from rural areas or suburbs;
others take a train from the
city. Some of us may find
ourselves on campus early in
the morning or late at night,
or both.
What we have always bad
since the first day at GSU is
a very special student body. I
hope that all of us realize that
once an individual arrivCll on
caJIIIIUI .. • rep&ored
student,
assume a role

Phone Registration
March 23 - April 3
UNIVERSITY PARK _ Registration for the Spring/Summer
trimester at Governors State un ·versity will be accepted by phon~
March 23 through April 3.
Students need to refer to the
schedule of classes for class
reference numbers and have their
personal identification numbers
(PIN) before calling the touchtone registration system at (70B)
832-5515. The phone system will
be operable between 8 am and 8
p.m Monday through Friday, and
a am. and 2:30 p.m Saturday.
The new phone-in system
al~o~s students flexibility and
ehmmates their need to wait in •
long lines.

Students will receive tuition in·
voices and printed ·schedules
through the mail. The trimester
begins May 4.
GSU's Block 3 classes, meeting
June 25 through Aug. 15 the second half of the 15-week trimester,
are a great way for. col~~ge
students from other umversthes
to earn extra credit over the
summer.
To receive a schedule of
classes, call theGSU Office of Admissions and Student Recruitment For information on phone
registration procedures, call the
GSU Registrar's Office.
The general GSU number is
(708) 534-5000.

C'Wanted: Editott
Applications are now being
accepted for the position of
Managing Editor of the INNOVATOR.

Clfu. £Ji.to.,_ n-zud & aJ;l£ to nud
~~ b£ aaa£~~~ and haa£ ~m£
wotk~ know~£ of comfu.J:E.u.

that places tbem into. ipOCial
Jl"'UP • StudenL Wheo a
student arrives on campus
they are c:onfroDted with a
variety of expectatioaa by
faculty. administraton, md
Cllber students. A COIIUDOil
identity developl • sbued
experieacea are eacountered.
Uniquoopportunitiel to sbue
experiencea with a variety of
ap, sexes, I'IICOI md ethnic
cultural Jf0UP1 are possible.
for
The
opportunities
interaction with our peen as
well
as
faculty
md
administrators are available.
TboUJbavailable, they areo't
always publiciz.ed vety well
011 a campas wbere our
schedules vary so much.
These opportunities help
define GSU as a special
place. A place where we can
take advantage of the wealth
of ctiffereoces on campus.
Yea differences, as studies
show that students at
commuter campuses are
more dissimilar than they are
similar. No boredom in tbeae
possibilities as we have
feetulic oppottuuitiea to

Gallery To Show
Works of
c. ginnetti ponto
An installation with paintings
by artist c. ginnetti ponto will be
featured April 3-29 at Matrix
Gallery, Ltd., 1255 S. Wabash
(fourth floor), Chicago.
A reception for Ms. ponto's
show, entitled "World Without
End," will be held Friday, April10,
5-8 p.m at Matrix Gallery.
In c. ginnetti ponto's installation with paintings, she presents
the continuous and endless world
of creation through her world
painting series, photo world
album and fantasy art world
magazine called ARTASY.
The gallery is designed as an
outer space area with circles
(worlds) on all walls; yet within
the outer space are small spaces
(worlds). The small areas each
have a bedside table, lamp and a
book. One book is a photo album,
the other book is a fantasy art
magazine. Paintings are on the
floor and the walls. The gallery
becomes a world unto itsel[
Matrix Gallery, Ltd. is a 15member group or artists from the
fine and literary arts. The group,
of which several are GSU students
and graduates, was organized to
provide exhibition space, support
and opportunities for growth and
development through professional association.
Gallery hours are TuesdaySaturday, 1-5 p.m.. or by special
appointment Call 312/ 554-8868.

J10W in our understanding of
others
ctiffercnt
than
ourselves.
Just a small samplinJ of the
opportunities that allow us to
tate advaotase of tho
uniqueness of GSU: Cluba
IDd OrpnizatioDa - tho vast
majority
built
arouDd
students in • particular
major.
Recreation
propamming that includes
volleyball, tennis, JOif,
basketball, croa c:ountry
skiinJ md more. A studeor
&cility that includes • pool.
JYmoasium.
racquetball
courta, locker rooms with
showers. A family outiDJ
center that provides campinJ
gear, croa country ski
equipmeat md bicycles for
the entire family to use off
campus. You can even
arrange for your spouse and
children to 1180 the student
days.
facilities
certain
Opportunities to work with
ocher
$t0dents
include
leadership positions on
student advisory committees
and
shared
university
&OVemaiM:O JIOUPS•

The opportunities are there.
They don't require a Jot of
time. Yau can even brina tho
family to special evea1s for
claildreo held e.ch trimelt«.
Cultural, lecture IDd musical
activities are offered all over
the campus several times •

year.
Ask someone wbo bas
already Jf&duatecl from
Governors State University
what they remember most
about their days on campus.
It's people and relationsbips.
I will be
You q
remembered in the future by
the relationships we have
made 011 campus.
You're invited to come down
to the University Center and
use the studeat typinJ center
and the studeat study areas as
well as tho television
lounges. Yau have a place on
cameos different than any
other place in the building.
This is your place. A place to
interact and create and
expand on relationships. Just
head to the A buildinJ and tell
them Tommy said that " this
is is your place...

Free Training Offered By Ho pice Care
. Hospice Care Chicago! and South in Homewood is offermg free volunteer trainmg for those mterested m working with the terminally ill and the1r families in the
South Suburbs and the south side of Chicago.
The next training session will be at Hospice Care Chicagoland. 1055 W. 175th St.
in Homewood on Monday. April6 through Thursday. April9 from 6 p.m. until
9p.m .
Participation of medical professionals, a hospice social worker and chaplain:
alon~ w1th volunteers who have graduated from the program will highlight the
sess1ons
Du~ the traming, prospective volunteers will be educated in hospice history
and philosophy; psych().social, spintual and medical issues concerning the terrrunally 111: along with the volunteer's role in the hospice team
Upon completion of the course, volunteers will receive a certificate and may
elect towork in a patient's private home, a nursing home or in a specially equipped
home-hke Hospice House hospital unit. They may also choose to become office.
bereavement or special volunteers.
~d.ditional education will be available to the volunteers after completing the
tra.Jrung through Hosp1ce Care sponsored ln·services. retreats and hospice conferences and workshops. Recreational events are also provided .
Hospice Care Chicagoland is licensed by the State of Illinois, Medicare certified
and accredited by the Joirt Conunission on Accrechted Healtbcare Organizatiom.
For more infonnation on Ho pice Care or to make reservations for the volunteer trairung session. telephone (708) 957-8777

ACFD,
c.mn

/!4n II

~e

Inc.

Dmro

l1012 S. CICERO AVE.
OAK LAWN. ll ~

(701) .t23·5966
COUPON

Letters of interest and resumes can
be submitted at the Office of Student
Lif~ c/o Var hese Mathew.

Support our
Advertisers
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How will the third
airport affect you?
Interviews and Photo by Jean Juarez

Too noisy. Too ·political.
Trenace Pyles
Grad
Calumet Park

I'm moving. Part or the
reason is problems which
would ensue because of
the third airport. Why do
we need a third airport?
We can't even keep two
alive. Why not put it in
Lake Forest?
Fred Kennedy
Grad
South Holland

It has no affect on me.
Peggy Smutny
Undergrad
Tinley Park

I'm in favor of the
airport. It forces them to
clean up the abandoned
steel factories on the East
side.
Kevin O'Connor
Undergrad
Park Forest

I'm in heaven. Although I
wanted the third airport
in Lake Michigan, Lake
Calumet wiD be o.k. Keep
that political machine
running, Richie!
Richard J. Daley
Politician
Worth

CLUB NEWS
By Kevin O'Connor

..

Molly Kennedy made announcements. Molly didn't really talk to
speak of. She was neither conversational nor persuasive, but
rather concise and accusatory.
Molly was a third grader in my
class at Hickory Hill public grade
school. She was a pretty girl with
an almost indescribable tension
She harbored the kind of guilt that
could only be acquired, at such an
age, through some organized
religion In this case it was
Catholicism Consequently, she
seemed to feel this uncontrollable
urge to get things off of her chest,
to confess. However, confession
was a mystery of the Catholic
church that I do not believe Molly
ever fully understood, in so much
as she tended to make such confessions in front of large groups
and not in the privacy and sanctity
of the confessional Molly also
seemed to regard teachers and not
priests as channels to God. This
was a misconception that I
thought was kind of strange. The
confessions or announcements
that she would make almost
always revealed something very
incriminating about her parents.
These announcements most often
occurred during math class. fm
not sure why that was. Perhaps
she associated numbers with
commandments. I recall seeing
the tension build in her little body
as we drilled times tables. You
just knew she was going to say
something. Abruptly she would
leap up, her chair falling backwards from the force of this action All eyes would turn to Molly.
The teacher would stop in mid
equation to act as father to her
confession "My mother smokes
dope," said Molly in a loud guilty
voice, as she fell back into her
chair nearly as quickly as she
stood with her head and her
shoulders having fallen in shame
and relief. I believe it was a great
catharsis for her. Surely it was. It
was times such as these that class

would stop so that our teacher
could make another in a series of
phone calls that would send some
unfortunate social worker over to
the Kennedy residence. This time,
however, Molly had confused an
occasional cigarette with a multitude of "joints." "Joints" and
"dope" were tenns that Molly
gathered at Sunday School meetings about Satans plot to influence
the world through marijuana
Molly was a looney, but I loved
her anyway. I was one of the few
people that she would actually talk

to. I had always thought that Molly
loved me too. In fact, once she
even stood up and said it during
math class, feeling guilty about
loving a boy. In those happy days I
spent most of my time defending
Molly's honor or rather carrying
her books on occasion, which I
guess is sort of the third grade version of "chivalry." Our relationship was genuine. More genuine
than any love rve had since. It was
a mutual disposition of moderate
affection completely based on

friendship in a time long before
the burden of sex. I was deeply
hurt when Molly moved away one
year later. To this moment I carry
with me the dream that we may
one day reunite and return to
those simpler times. That I like
" Arthur" will return from
"Avalon" to take the hand of Molly
my "Guinevere."
"Fire on the ocean,
Thunder on the sea,
I think of handsome Molly
Wherever she may be."

At the latest meeting of the Student Senate the Office of Student
Development and Services was
granted a raise in fees. The fees
could not be lower than $18 nor
any higher than $20. The meeting
took place on Wednesday, March
11 in the Student Life Meeting
Room.
On the same day the Student
Communication Media Board
accepted the Proposal to start a
Radio Station on the GSU campus.
James Dinsmore who made the
proposal will start to do some
more work on teh project.

Performing Science Center
~~ (PSC) ~~:~
~
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Students Suffer
TIME TO DO YOUR DUTY
I'm sick and tired of the increasingly low voter turn-outs
in every election. We have a surfeit of individuals who bitch
and moan about our government, but how many take the
whole five minutes needed to cast a vote on election clay? I
could probably count them all on my fmgers, and I wouldn't
need both hands.
This is an election year. In addition to casting our votes
for local, state and Congressional candidates, we also have
the opportunity to elect our President. Now, don't give me
any of that crap about your vote "not meaning anything." In
1960, John Kennedy beat Richard Nixon by a mere one-tenth
of one percent; if just .QDC. person in every precinct had
switched their vote to Nixcn, he would have won.
The Founding Fathers of our nation went to great lengths
to establish a republican democracy, including going to war
with the mightiest country in the world. In succeeding
generations, women ~ nd blacks struggled to gain the vital
right to vote. These days. however, one has to wonder if it
was worth it.
Your right to vote isn't a luxury. It's a duty. For many
years, it was a duty that was happily performed by
Americans. Those were the days when the nation was young
and eager to grow. But the "Baby Boom" seems to have made
us complacent. sc.tisfied with our televisions and cordless
phones and camcorders, uninterested in civic affairs that
rule our liv~. We've become failures. The Japanese aren't
being insulting when they call us lazy, they're just being
observant.
Maybe you just don't like the candidates the two major
parties keep tossing at us. Fine. Write in your own choice.
Mickey Mouse piles up thousands of write-in votes every
election. Your write-in will send a message to the PowersThat-Be. All your apathy tells them is that you don't care.
Personally, I don't think that anyone who hasn't bothered
to vote has a right to oomplain about taxes, unemployment,
or anything. That's no true, of course. The Constitution
maintains your freedom of speech regardless of how big a
slug you are. But the President, placed in the White House
by a record low number of voters back in 1988, has made
several hundred appointments to the Federal Courts, and
two to the Supreme Court, who, he boasts, will stop interpreting the Constitution broadly and will reflect more conservative values. It was a generation of "broad interpreters"
on the various benches that desegregated America, reinforced the rights of minorities and the poor, and Pasically
strived to allow our citizens to exercise their rights to "Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness." That could be all
over now. If you didn't vote, then I blame you.
This is a call to arms in a moral crusade. I don't care who
you SU!Jport or what your political views are. Ju<;t get ~p off
your lazy asses and do your duty: VOTE!
GenePopa
student, CAS

Videoconference
GSUINNOVATOR
SERVING GOVERNORSSTATI! UNIVl!RSrrY
SINCE 1971

MEMBER OPntB
IWNOIS COLU!OE PRESS
ASSOCAnON

Represented nat ioNIIIY by ·

caSSX>MVIUNICATIONS, INC.
Cotporalfl HMdQUIJrl.,.
1800 Sherman P111Cfl
Evanston, ll 60201 3715
Tel 708 •75 8800
Fax 708 U5 1807

April 2
UNIVERSITY PARK - Governors State University is hosting a
national videoconference April 2
on the use of pharmaceuticals in
treating the mentally ill.
"Psychopharmacology: Social
Work Practice with Adults" will be
presented from 11:15 am. to 3
p.m on the campus. National experts will give the latest information on the use of medicines in
treatment through three clinical
vignettes designed for social work
practitioners and produced for
this broadcast
Discussion topics will include a
knowledge or cultural and ethnic
backgrounds necessary to determine proper treatment, a means
of involving the family as treatment collaborators, and combined treatments for adults with
mental illness.
After the national segments of
the program GSU professors will
lead a discussion for local
participants.
There is a $25 fee for this
workshop which includes a luncheon. Registration is being accepted by the Conferences, Workshops and Weekend College office
at GSU at (708) 534-5000, exten·
sion 2320.

By Janet RohdeDburg

Students will be asked to pay an
$3.50 per credit hour tuition increase in the coming year. They
will be very disappointed to find
fewer services in the form or
available classes and support as
they struggle toward their degree.
This raises the question of
whether additional funds provide
the answer to a good education? A
computer enthusiast, Bernard
Switalski, asked this question and
published the results in an article
"Money isn't Answer: Pouring
Cash Into Schools Won't Necessarily Guarantee Results." He
hypothesized that money should
show results in product as indicated by student test scores. He
ran a computer analysis on 92 of
Chicago's 127 schools and found
no direct correlation between student scores and the money spent
per student or any other factor but
one, teacher salaries, "As the
salaries rise, scores tend to rise,
too." It would seem that a person
content in his job would perform
better and perhaps stay on the
job longer
To educate is defined as "to
develop and cultivate mentally
and morally." This process can be
conducted under the simplest of
conditions with a person who can

pass on what he has learned and
another who is willing to learn,
i e., a teacher and pupil GSU and
all its employees would not exist
without the need of its students
and as we struggle to define
priorities we should always keep
that in mind. Maintain those pr<>grams which help the students is
this process directly, for instance. the BGU portfolio pr<>gram helps people gain academic
credit for life experience enabling
them to get a B.A. which is today's
equivalent to the high school
diploma or yesterday needed to
get a job. Many of these students
use this as a stepping stone toward
their masters. The library pr<>vides and assists students in the
use of research tools. In addition,
because or its excellent reputation, it serves the community and
students from other colleges and
universities.
With this priority in mind the
following suggestions gained
from a number of sources are extended:
Actively promote the concept of
early retirement even if this has to
be staggered over a number of
years. This would free some
positions with higher salaries.
Some may be refilled and others

nol This should not be used to
further the concept of personnel
dollar savings through attrition.
This kind of thinking can prove
counterproductive. During the fall
registration, many students were
disgruntled with the long waits in
line and closed classes caused by
personnel cuts. It was also at this
point that the Director of Financial Aid was without a secretary
creating a bottleneck in a very important process to students.
Reduce funding in some line
items and put it into the personnel
fund As an example, consider the
money to be spent changing the
logo on all GSU publications and
stationary, isn't it more important
to change the look of empty
positions? The cost of accommodating the town name change
and the area code change was high
enough. How many in-house
publications and memos do we
need? At one time there were
three memos on unrecycled paper
telling the university community
how important recycling was.
Wouldn't a community bulletin
board in each division be enough?
Save the mail for important things
like reallocation of funds notification. Cut the travel fund especially
the funds for overseas travel
which has been abused as much as
the three cocktail business lunch.
Part 6 - FJjm!nate 1be Mjclcllenvm

Choose Your Favorite Elvis Stamp
The King of Rock 'n Roll
reclaimed the Showroom stage at
the Las Vegas Hilton on February
24 when Postmaster General
Anthony M Frank unveiled two
stamp designs. one of which will
be issued to commemorate Elvis
Presley's contributions to American music.
For the first time in its history,
the Postal Service will allow the
American public to make the final
decision on a stamp design. In this
case, the design appearing on an
Elvis Presley stamp in 1993 will
be decided by a nationwide poll
April 6-24, said Frank.
"We've had tremendous interest in this particular stamp,"
added Frank. "There's been a lot
of good- natured speculation about
whether the stamp should depict a
young or an old Elvis. or a thin or a

heavyset Elvis. I wanted Elvis'
fans to play an active role in the
stamp selection process."
As a result, the Postal Service
will provide five million free, preaddressed polling cards at post of·
fices across the country. The two
Elvis Presley stamp designs will
appear on the reverse side of the
polling card.
Detailing the polling process,
Frank said he wants to keep the
polling simple. To participate, one
simply selects the desired image,
applies a stamp and drops the
card into any mailbox.
The Elvis Presley stamp will be
one of a series of stamps issued in
1993 to commemorate American
rock ·n roll musicians. The winning Elvis design will be announced in May. The names of the
musicians in the Legends of

American Music series will be announced later in 1992.
Commenting on Presley's contributions, Frank said, "Elvis obviously broke new ground in
American popular music in th
1950s, almost single-handedly es·
tablishing rock ·n roll as a
worldwide music force. As a
result, how could we embark on a
Legends of American Music
stamp series without him?"
Frank and the 13-member
Citizens' Stamp Advisory Com·
mittee selected the two Elvis
Presley images from more than 50
pieces of artwork. The Postmaste
General ordinarily makes the
final decision on stamp designs.
The Showroom stage at the Las
Vegas Hilton was the site of 15 engagements and 839 sold-out per!o.nnances by Elvis Presley.
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West End Cafe
"sponsored by omce of Student Life"
photos by Barbara A Johnson
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SEARCH

by Barl>ara A Johnson

Ever get a taste for good ol' homemade hash browns? This
is :.m especially opportune event in the spring when fresh
potatoes go on sale.
Ever see some broccoli so good and blue, just a stalk or
two wouldn't do? Lately, the broccoli has been very fresh.
Ever buy too much 'pizza cheese' just because it was 'two
for one' at the Jewel. No? Well, I did. And you are about to
reap the benefits of my potato, broccoli and 'pizza cheese'
binge of last week.

Four Cheese Potato Bake
3 or 4 baking potatoes
1!2 small onion
1 stalk broccoli, less tough part of the stem
1 c. shredded pizza cheese (a blend of mozzarella,
provolone, romano)
l!lc. milk
1(2 t.pepper
shredded cheddar to sprinkle on top.
1. In a food processor, shred the potatoes, broccoli and
onion.
2. Divide among four au gratin or individual casserole
dishes.
3. Warm milk, pizza cheese in a small saucepan until
cheese melts. Add pepper.
4. Pour cheese sauce over the four casseroles. Sprinkle
each with Cheddar.
5. Bake in a 350F oven for 20 min.

i

•

Cafeteria Menu

Cont'd from P. 1

.-~

Week of March 23- 27
Milll Chicken Barley Soup
Entree Mostaccioli with meat sauce and garlic bread
Hot Sandwich Mushroom Swiss Burger

~::e~=:~reak Platter

Hot Sandwich Grilled Chicken Breast Fillet

lfisl Cream of Chicken Soup
Entree Mexican Steak Burito
':.\ Hot Sandwich Grilled Reuben
llul Turkey Vegetable Soup
0 Entree Am:YI. Con Polio Platter (Spanish Chicken with Rice)
Hot Sandwich Meatball
lJ:1 Cream of Vegetable Soup
;-- Entree Tuna Noodle Casserole
~:" Hot Sandwich FISh Fillet

• Week of March 30- April3
Milll Cream of Broccoli Soup
Entree Italian Chicken Cacciatore Platter
Hot Sandwich Grilled Ham and Cheese
IlK. Beef Barley Soup
Entree Turkey Oriental over Rice
Hot Sandwich Sloppy Joe
~Chicken Noodle Soup
Entree Baked Meatloaf Platter
Hot Sandwich Monte Cristo

~
.

~"':t

llul
Turkey
Soup with Spaghetti, red sauce, garlic bread ~
Entree
Veal Rice
Parmesan
Hot Sandwich Bacon Cheeseburger

lJ:1 Manhattan Oam Chowder Soup
Entree Fried CatfiSh Nuggets, Coleslaw, and Fries
Hot Sandwich Grilled Cheese

·
")

~4/)

The Presidential Search
Committee is made up of
faculty, staff and students
representing all facets of the
university community. A listing of the representatives
and their alternates follows:
Administration and Planning, M. Muchnick, B. Clark
Vice President, W.Dodd, V.
Piucci Deans ,J. Lubinsky, E.
Allen Division Chairs, A.
Lawrence, R. Oden Faculty,
BPA A. Isaac, G. Fernandez
CAS R. Brubaker, L. Levinson CHP L. Hertzman, D.
Burgest COE D. Kjos, M.
Kasik UL/ICC/COU M.
Konkel At Large (2 reps) C.
Edwards, P. Williams Civil
Service, (2 reps) C. Barnett,
L. Hostetter; (2 alts) D.
Legge, D. Boyd Student, (2
reps) Varghese Mathew,
Barbara Johnson Alumni,
Jo-Ann Hassan Foundation,
Robert L. Wolf, David R.
Barr

Serves four

Recreate, Originate at
PSC Brown Bag
Luncheon
A demonstration on the
ancient Japanese art,
"Origami," by PSC Graphic
Artist Hideko Shymkus will
be the focus of the April 6
Brown Bag Luncheon to be
held at Prairie State College.
At the May 4 gathering, PSC
Psychology Instructor
Nancy Benckendorff will
speak on the topic, "Being
Kinder to Yourself."
The Community, Faculty
and Student Lecture Committee sponsor free Brown
Bag Luncheons the first
Monday of every month at
1:00 p.m. in the college's
Prairie Room. College staff,
students and the public are
all welcome to bring a lunch
and listen to some inte.-esting topics.
Shymkus, who has been
doing Origami "ever since I
can remember," explained
that Origami, which involves
using stiff paper to make a
variety of objects, "is not just
art. It is also therapv ~or the

-------- -----

fingers." Improved con·
centration, manual dexteril}
and relaxation are just some
of its benefits, Shymkus
stressed.
"Americans push themselves too hard," according
to Benckendorff, and she
will address this while discussing "Being Kinder to
Yourself." Very often "we're
harder on ourselves than
others," and Benckendorff,
who has made numerous
presentations to various
groups, believes this is more
common with Americans
than people in other
countries.
"We spend our lives chasing after so much, without
realizing how much we
have," she said. People must
learn to focus on their good
qualities, and "to accept how
we are."
Information on future
luncheons or being a guest
speaker can be obtained by

calling 70Bn(1)-3622.

----

Concern- Contd. from front page
activation of the Academic Program Elimination Review
Committee (APERC).
The Academic Program
Elimination Review Committee
exists because of a union contract with the Unive~ity
ProfessjouaJs of Illinois (UPI),
said Barbara Conant, who
chaired the summary committee. The Summary Committee,
or 'super committee' as Conant
referred to it, allowed constituencies representing the
university to provide input to
President Malamuth. Conant
emphasized, "The super committee did not recommend the
elimination of any programs."
Sonny Goldstein, Faculty
Senate President, said the
APERC does not meet regularly. "We do not meet unless there
is a recommendation to consider eliminating an academic
program," added Goldstein.
The
Academic
Program
Elimination Review Committee
(APERC), should not be confused with the Academic Program Review
Committee
(APR C) noted Goldstein. "The
APRC meets regularly and
reviews programs for that
year," Goldstein said.
Conant asserted that the Summary Committee report states,
"It would be prudent to await
the arrival of the new president
before any changes in the
academic direction of the
university be taken." The

University is currently reviewing applicants for the president
who announced he would
retire, and step down in
August.
Eli Segal, a professor of
Media in CAS said he is upset
about the original March 6th
memo. "It's interesting that no
one is looking at the effectiveness of the management of the
university, only at eliminating
academic majors," said Segal,
adding, "We don't see anyone
suggesting that we eliminate the
administrators or change their
jobs." Segal is unhappy that the
memo caused panic among students and faculty.
Curtis vowed that the university will be scrutinizing the administration as well, in
response to the budget crunch.
"We will be devoting higher
percentages to instruction, and
lower to administration," Curtis
said. "GSU was second best at
expenditures for instruction as
a percentage of overall appropriations," said Curtis who
pointed to statistics which
showed GSU with 46% and
Western Illinois University appropriating the most, at 53 % •
Curtis asserted that it was
highly unlikely that he will
recommend the elimination of
all18 programs in the list, and
stated, "This (review process)
was not done in a cavalier
fashion."
Roger Oden, a professor of

Political Science in CAS is concerned because the programs
listed for review have heavy
minority and female enrollment. "The demographics are
changing in the university," said
Oden. "I'm not sure what his
(Provost's) vision of the university is," said Oden. "No one
really knows the budget situation here. It looks muddled. At
one time I could understand it."
Oden added.
Exactly what programs, if
any, will be consolidated or
eliminated has yet to be determined. David Curtis said that
he could not make any conclusions until he hears from the
Academic Program Elimination Review Committee, "The
system requires I hold judgement until I hear from that committee." Curtis said that he
would review their recommendations, consider them, and
forward them to the President.
The president will then forward
the recommendations to the
Board Of Governors, who will
review them and forward them
to the IBHE. Curtis noted that
the recommendations will need
to be approved by the president,
BOG, and IHBE before they are
acted upon.
President Leo GoodmanMalamuth will make recommendations in the matter, " ...
on or about, April 15th," Curtis
concluded.

Academic Programs May Be Canceled By University
by Erin M. Moran

In a memo from the Provost's
office, eighteen programs are to
be considered for elimination.
While not specifying how many
programs will be cut, academic
programs will bear the brunt of
the budget cuts. Targeted
programs include: Art(Undergrad and Graduate), Communication Studies (G), Health
Administration(U and G),
Media Communication (U and

G), Music (U and G), Political
Science (G), Public Administration (U), Speech-Communication Studies (U), Social
Sciences (U), Social Work (U),
Sociology (G), English (G),
and Office Administration (U).
Provost David Curtis states
that the programs were targeted
due to low enrollment. The enrollment for the targeted
programs ranges from 13-70
with an average of35.3. Seven
non-targeted programs have en-

rollments lower than 35.3.
Twelve of the eighteen
programs targeted are in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
According to a memo from
William Kryspin, Office of Administration and Planning dated
October 31, 1991, in the College of Arts and Sciences "ten
programs showed double digit
growth, led by Communication
Studies, Media Communications, and Music." (all targeted

for cuts). The only programs
not targeted in CAS are the
natural sciences, computer
science, Instructional and
Training Technology, and undergraduate English. Of the
remaining targeted programs,
four are in the College of
Health Professions and two are
in the College of Business and
Public Administration.
The mission statement of
GSU states that "special concern is given to the develop-

ment of liberal education to
ensure that graduates of the
university's programs are not
only competent in their chosen
professions but are also broadly
educated and prepared for continual learning."

If the targeted programs are
cut, the University will have
eliminated all arts and
humanities (the basis of a
liberal arts education) except
for undergraduate English.
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Office of
Career Services
Room 81109
(708) 534-5000
ext. 2183

CAREER DESIGNS

ESTIMATED STARTING SALARIES
1991-1992

By DaD Kreidler

I recently attended a meeting
where Dr. Patrick Scheetz, As istant Director of Career Development and Placement Services and
Director of Collegiate Employment Research Institute at Michigan State University, presented
an overview on recruitment
trends for 1991-92.
Scheetz stressed, "Therewillbe
a 10% decreaSe in hiring new
college graduates. This is the third
consecutive year there bas been a
decrease in hiring new coUege
graduates. Employers are hesitant to hire large numbers of new
college graduates with the current
business climate of recession and
the slugisb economy. Campus

AQ!dcmk meiga

demic majors. A highly competitive environment will exist making
good jobs for graduates harder to
find. Experienced candidates will
add competition to the market due
to layoffs. In addition, "Budget
limitations involving cutbacks in
recruiting activities. campus
visits, schools contacted and more
concentration on schools in local
regions" will also add to the difficulty facing graduates as companies cutback on their recruit·
ment efforts.
The most noticeable shortcomings among today's college graduates accordiDg to Scheetz are:
unrealistic career aspirations and

wort expectations are

some to employers. New eradu·
ates often feel that they luwe

27.8."
Scheetz weal on to elpl.ain
some of the bigest problems fac.
ing p-aduates. A eotainuing touch
job market can be amicipatecl with

ployer

a surplus of college ~and
fewer job opportunities. Layoffs, a
~~-a general
weak economy will bring a laet of
job Opportunities for most aca-

already paid tbeirdues llld an em-

owes tbem sometbiJ11.

WritiDI stills, oral com·
munic:at.ions and public speattnc
abilities and lnterpenonal sltUis
are noticeably worse tbaD in previous , .... NltbemltieaJ KUla
and problem solvinl abilities of
new graduates need improvement. A lact ol career related
wort aperienc:es and hands on

assignments. Overconfidence of
abilities is another area sited by
employers. And lastly an absence
of tenacity. motivation and commitment is evident in recent
araduates entering the job

ness administration m*r· is secretary to the Minority Student
Business Association and a member of
the Society for the Advancement of
Management.
3. Nancy Anderson is an undergraduate health administration m*r
and president or the Intravarsity
Christian Fellowship. She also serves
on the Student Senate. Her efforts
resulted in 33 students campaigning
for student elections last spring.
4. Lisa Bohanan. a graduate communications studies m*r· Is also a
member or the Student Program Action Council (SPAC). She JS on the Student Organization Council (SOC) and
the Student Ambassadors Program
and has been a member of the Social
Work Club.
5. Varghese Mathew a graduate
health administration student Is presi-

of the genuine heroines.
Students will use two texts for
the course. "Westward the Women~
edited by Vicki Pikarski, and the
Pulitzer Prize winning work
"Angle of Repose" by Wallace
Stegner. Both should be read
before the class. They are available in the Follett' s/ GSU
Bookstore.
Tuition is $120 for undergraduates and $123.50 for graduates. The noncredit fee is $110.
Registrations are being accepted
by the GSU Conferences. Workshops and Weekend College office
at (708) 534-5000, extension 2320.
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dent or the Student Senate and vice
president of the Student Program Action Council (SPAC). He also is chairman of the Student Communications
Media Board (SCMB) and treasurer of
the Student Organization Council
(SOC).
6. Keith Johnson is a newly elected
undergraduate member of the Student Senate.
7. Wanda Daniel an undergraduate
medical technology student is
treasurer of the Medical Technology
Organization and serves on the Student Organization Council (SOC).
8. Patricia Callahan an education
major is vice-president of the Future
Teachers Association and secretary of
the Circle K Club. She serves on the
Student Program Action Council
(SPAC) and was a member of the 1991
Summer Solstice Committee.

'Women In The West'
Theme For Workshop
UNIVERSITY PARK - "Women
in the West" is the theme for a tw().
day workshop April 10 and 11 at
Governors State University.
Dr. Willis McNelly will present
this workshop on the many roles of
women in settling the West, in
taming the frontier, in opening the
area F. Scott Fitzgerald called
"the great green breast of the
New World"
Dr. McNelly will examine the
true, unvarnished portrayals of
the good and the bad among many
types of women. the strengths and
frailties of the admirable and contemptible, and the contributions
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Students Receive Tuition Waivers and Stipends
UNIVERSITY PARK - Eight
Governors State University students
have been awarded tuition waivers
and stipends for their academic standing and involvement in student life
activities.
The following students received
winter trimester tuition waivers.
Those students who received waivers
were selected by the staff of the Office
Student Life. The other students who
received stipends were selected by a
recognition committee comprised or
their peers.
1. Nicholas DiCosla, a senior business major. is chairman of the Student
Organization Council (SOC) and a
member ofthe Student Senate. He also
was president of the Vets Club in 1991
and worked actively to get the POW/
MIA flag flown over the GSU
campus.
2. Olive Griffith, a graduate busi-
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In recognition or National Student Employment Week, t
and on behatr or the University, the Student t
Employment Office wishes to express thanks and t
appreciation to all our student employees who through t
their service make significant and valuable
contributions to the University.
t
Without your assistance, hard work and commitment t
many or our most vital fUnctions and services might t
suffer. We salute each or you. Thanks to all or you ror a +
job well done!!!
Job Location and Development Office
t
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Scholarship Opportunities
Availahle From Office
of Financial Aid
PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
The Office of Financial Aid
receives information on a variety
of private scholarship opportunities throughout the year. We
have recently received a number
of scholarship applications and
are posting the eligibility criteria
on our Scholarship Information
Bulletin Board outside the office
of Financial Aid for your
convenience.
Please stop by the office to
check out the latest scholarship
opportunities and pick up an application for those which you
would like to apply. If you have any
questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact
the Financial Aid office. We would
like to encourage every student to
take advantage of these fantastic
awards that are made available
each year.

SCHOLA.RSIUP
OF THE WEEK
Orville Redenbacber's Second
Start Scbolanhip
We are pleased to announce
that the Orville Redenbacher's
Second Start Scholarship Pr().
gram is available for the 1992-93
school year. Twenty $1000 scholarships will be awarded to qualifying students across the country.
To be eligible for the Orville
Redenbacher' s Second Start Scholarship Program. students must
meet the following criteria:
• be 30 years old or older at the
time of application;
• be enrolled or will be enrolling
in a degree program;
• be either a full-time or parttime student; and
• attend an accredited college
or university
ALL APPLICATIONS MUST
BE POSTMARKED BY MAY 1.
1992. Pick up application forms in
the Financial Aid office today.
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Students Work Graded After
Competencies Flop

by Marilyn Tbomas

(9th in a series)
In the early days, GSU students
didn't work for grades. They completed competencies, no matter
what the course was.
For example, in the course
"American Issues Forum" the
competencies read: "The student
is able to identify social change in
the American urban development
and American social institutions.
The student is able to trace many
American communities from
beginnings to present day
standings."
For the course "Social Stratification" the student's competencies included: "Ability to analyze
the nature of power in American
society (power as initiation,
legitimation, veto, countervoting). Understanding of the nature of the American social class
system and how it relates to social
mobility and achieved vs. ascribed statutes..."
In the independent study course
" Progressive Relaxation," the
competencies read: "Student has
developed skills in the therapy
and techniques of progressive
relaxation by reading ' Progressive Relaxation' and 'You Must
Relax' by Edmund Jacobson, MD.
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This was coordinated with student
carrying out relaxation technique
on self under supervision of instructor. Student has demonstrated comprehension of progressive relaxation by making a
tape with corresponding written
instruction sheet and introducing
progressive relaxation techniques
to two appropriate clients being
seen in therapy."
"Sociology of Sport" course
competencies included: · Analyzed
American sport as a social institution in relationship to the larger
social system. Described creed in
American sport in relationship to
middle class cultural values.
Analyzed common assumptions
associated with sport, i.e. character development, discipline, competition, etc. Described the roles
of the coach. athlete and fan .. "
These were the typical student
records at Governors State University. Because students didn't
get grades, their learning was
based on how competent they
became in a subject and whether
they met the objectives the professor had established. If the student didn't complete the competencies in the session, he was

given as much additional time as
was needed.
A student never flunked.
Competency-based education
was revolutionary, but exciting,
recalls Tom Dascenzo, director of
the Office of Student Life and a
GSU graduate. "I thought it was a
dynamic concept. I didn't fail I
just didn't succeed at that poi.nt. '.'
Professor Michael Stelmck1,
accepted a job at GSU in part
because it offered competency
based learning. "I thought this was
revolutionary. I thought this was
wonderful (GSU was) probably
the only university that I know that
put down in writing what students
were supposed to be learning in
very concrete terms and that appealed to me," he recalls.
In the 1970s, only a handful of
colleges and universities were
trying competency-based learning. At Governors State, nongraded learning was just another
of the innovative approaches
President Bill Engbretson put into
place.
Students registered for classes
in eight-week sessions, called
modules. Because some students
took the option of designing their

own courses, they could complete
them in the full eight-week session, or they could accelerate the
process and complete the course
in the first four weeks, or the second four weeks.
It quickly became a nightmare
for staff in the Registrar's Office
who were trying to keep track of
all this paperwork, recalled GSU' s
firSt Registrar. Robert Hauweiller.
"Not only did we have almost
registration there all the time, we
had course completion almost all
the time, so we were continually
generating transcripts as people
finished their work. ..
To complicate matters, Hauweiller said the course numbers
changed each module because
professors didn't want to be restricted by a bureaucratic structure. It didn't matter that the
professor was teaching English
101 in the September/ October
module and the November/
December module, the registration number changed.
With the completion of each
course, the professor would file an
achievement form with the Registrar' s Office indicating the student
completed the work. Then the professor would generate a competency sheet outlining the objectives the student had met, says
Dottie Legge of the Registrar's
Office.
"We didn't have grade sheets
per se, we had individual sheets,
each student was an individual,"
she notes.
It didn't matter if the students
took a traditional business course
or an art class, or the not so
traditional scuba diving or glider
training classes, professors were
required to list a student's competencies. Competency sheets
could be five sentences or five
pages.
If GSU had been fully computerized the system may have
worked, but in the early 1970s,
computers were not the miracle
machines we know today. Many of
the student records had to be
generated by hand. Reproducing
the transcript was a long and often
delayed process. Records were
missing either because professors didn't file all the paperwork or because the records were
never entered on the student's
transcript.
Professors and students began
to complain about not only what
was on the transcript but how professors were judging competencies. And, students who excelled
were given no special recognition
Professor Bethe Hagens said
filing the competency sheets was
time consuming. " That was
ridkulous because how do you
wrtte unique transcripts for every
one of your 80 students?"
Professor Stelnicki found the

enthusiasm wore off. ·' Right from
the beginning there were problems in paradise with people really paying lip service to competencies. .. "
And professors found that they
were the only ones who could interpret the GSU transcript. ''I
think I spend half my time here
writing letters to other universities of how to evaluate GSU's
behavioral objectives," says Professor Paul Schranz.
Something had to give before
the system broke down completely. In 1976, GSU's new president,
Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth,
faced the problem head-on in a
faculty meeting.
" My general comment to
them," he remembers, "was the
following philosophically I agree
with what you want competencybased education to do. On the
other hand, when you look at the
transcript that's 2 ~ inches thick ...
generically saying rve been certified as competent in all these
areas doesn't tell me anything.
"Students would wait for months
because we couldn't find anything," the president recalls, "and
I felt you're not serving students
that way. It may feel good to the
professoriate, but if you're not
serving students there's something wrong with il"
The faculty voted to change to a
graded system. In Fall, 1976, GSU
converted not only to grades but
also to a 15-week trimester system. Registration periods were
limited and students could receive only one trimester extension to complete course work.
But the problem with the
competency-based transcripts
remained. Dottie Legge, who had
resigned from the university, says
she agreed to come back to work at
GSU and help straighten out the
mess after she looked at her own
records.
" .. .1 found the only record they
had of mine was my name, my address, my social security number
with a statement - no record of
having registered from this university, and I had received my degree from here four years
earlier."
Dottie and four other women
became the GSU detectives going
through transcripts of more than
5,000 past students trying to place
together records.
"We had the titles but we didn't
have the index numbers so that we
could put them into the data base
... We went through all the records
of students who graduated prior to
'77. and papers after papers, after
papers... ," she says.
Today every student who ever
registered at GSU has a tran·
script. The competency-based
transcripts remain on file, and the
Registrars Office still gets an occasional call to interpret one.
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Bush Pays Taxes?
It's that time of the year again
millions of Americans will
up half the night with their
in one hand, a fistful of
receipts in the other.
furroughed from
at unintelligible tax
s, trying to find a way to hang
a few of their hard earned
Some folks might think
a bit paranoid but I believe
there is something very intenin creating incomprehenstax forms. I think it's a
bythelRS. to keep us
Ciling the long form, itemizdeductions and maximizing
tax returns. As a result, it
that most of the deductions
been systematically phased
over the past few years. For
you can no longer deduct
card interest, or the inon a car loan. Medical
1ue:uu'"•"m" have a minimum of
thousand dollars. so anyshort of a catastrophic illness is not deductible.
These days it's pretty hard to
find a way to avoid paying taxes. It
seems our President has found a
around it According to a recent article in Money magazine,
President Bush pays a measly 1
percent of his gross income of
452,000 dollars in state and local
taxes. The total income tax he
pays is only 29 percent of his income, whereas an average family
earning 52.000 dollars would pay
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about 37 percent of their gross income in taxe.
Why does this inequity exist,
you may ask. Well, the President
and his wife are mer!'ly taking advantage of a tax law that exists
solely for the benefit of Politicians
living in Washington which allows
them to be exempt from paying
taxes there. provided they maintain a home in some other state.
Well that sounds reasonable; let
the President pay taxes in Kennebunkport, Maine. It seems as if
he spends most of his time there
anyway. The fact is, George
doesn't pay his state income tax in
Maine either. Instead, he claimed
a 3 room hotel suite in Houston as
his principal residence, because
Texas has no state income tax, nor
does it have a minimum residency
requirement All the President
has to do is promise to move there
at some future date.
Actually, the President and his
wife spend about 2 weeks a year at
their Houston address. In fact, the
President and his wife paid only
3,596 dollars in state income tax in
1990, instead of the 30,000 dollars
they would have had to pay in
Washington, D.C., or the 27,000
dollars in Maine.
The last line is: Under existing
laws, the President's avoidance of
paying taxes by claiming to live in
Texas is perfectly legaL but you
know, and I know, and he knows
that it's a bare-faced lie.

Governors State University
Legislative Breakfast Meeting
February 27, 1992
The financial situation at
Governors State University is
critical During the past several
years, as resources declined, GSU
was able to reallocate funds to ensure the continued operation of
the University without loss of
major services. However, reallocation will no longer solve current
and future budgetary problems.
Even though GSU has become
more cost efficient and enrollments are increasing, state appropriations are not keeping pace
with the minimal operational
needs of the University.
MORE COST EFFICIENT
GSU's cost containment efforts
over the past several years are
reported in several statewide
reports.
1. As reported in IBHEsAcademic
Discipline Cost Study, GSU's
instructional costs after fixed
cost reductions fall well within
the state's reported cost average
since FY1985. Moreover, in all
but two of those fiscal years.
GSU was underfunded according to the comparative cost
study.
2. In a recent IBHE study comparing 1980 and 1990 expenditures with constant dollars,
GSU was one of only two public
senior institutions in the state
showing a decrease (9.9'7~) in
administrative costs, while
collectively, public higher
education institutions increased their administrative
costs by 27.5 percent
3. Staffing levels at GSU have
been substantially reduced in
the past three years. In the
FY1993 RAMP, GSU reported a
reduction of 56 FTE staff in
FY1992 from the appropriated
total compared to FY1990
(594.2 FTE VS. 538.1 FTE).
Most of these reductions were
in adjunct faculty and graduate
assistants. However, reducing
temporary staff and graduate

assistants is no longer a viable
solution since minimum levels
of support in these areas have
been reached.
ENROLLMENTS INCREASE
Enrollment increases, usually
welcome, compound the financial
problem Ironically, during the
last four years of inadequate funding levels, credit-hour production
at GSU increased dramatically as
displayed in the figure below. Enrollments from fall 1988 to fall
1991 increased in both headcount
and student credit hours. Headcount increased by 10 percent and
credit hours by 17 percent With
more students to serve and fewer
dollars to utilize, the University
was forced to cancel over 150
course sections during FY1992.
Many students are frustrated with
the lack of flexibility in scheduling
their classes as well as their being
unable to complete degree programs in a timely manner. This
situation is particularly difficult
for many commuter students who
enroll at GSU to take advantage of
more flexible class scheduling in
the evenings. This action illustrates the reciprocal effect between the budget and enrollments.
It will be difficult to maintain enrollments with current funding,
and a decrease in enrollments
results in fewer income dollars.
Static funding levels or even slight
increases will not cover the growing deficit resulting from appropriations that do not fund inflationary price increases, salary increases, and increased services
required for higher student enrollments.
The chart (next column) represents GSU's appropriations for
the last three fiscal years and the
percent change. While FY1990's
appropriation represented an increase of over 12 percent from the
previous year, funding for the next
two fiscal years fell well below
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LEONARD ROBINSON, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Qualified to treat adults
-as well as adolescents.
Special interest in sports
related medical problems.

INGALLS
FAMILY CARE
CENTER
464 7 W. Lincoln Highway
Matteson, Illinois
(next to Lincoln Mall)
Convenient daytime, evening
and weekend hours
Call for further information
(708) 747-7720

vious year, funding for the next
two fiscal years fell well below
what was needed. Moreover, when
adjusting for the three percent
state recall this year, the University received fewer dollars in
FY1992 than two years earlier.
This situation is exacerbated by
the lack of new revenue to cover
the inflationary factor. Assuming
an additional 4 percent inflationary impact on GSU's nonpersonal services budget, the
FY1992 appropriation represents
a two percent decrease from the
FY1991 funding level
.. klal Slolr ~IH <'II- !rem
v- Appr. Rt<all Appr. 1Mt Yror
FY1990 SZU3U
FY1t91 123.164 4 IIIH 123.7et 0
FYit92 S24 .054 I $521 0 SZl.UI.I
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SURVIVING FY1992
To cover FY1992 negotiated
and recommended salary increases of approximately $400,000
and the three percent state recall
of $528,000, the University substantially decreased the purchase
of needed instructional equipment, library book acquisitions
were reduced, most vacant positions
were left unfilled, fewer adjunct
faculty were hired resulting in
fewer class offerings, and contractual and permanent improvement
line items were reduced. In summary, the educational services
that GSU provides students were
sharply curtailed due to lack of
adequate funding.
LOOKING TOWARD FY1993
Unless funding levels are increased, cost-cutting measures
taken in FY1992 will be repeated
in FY1993. On top of those reductions, further reallocation will be
required to cover a larger personal services base due to the
multiple-year salary increase
commitment and possible early
retirement payouts. Defraying
some of these additional expenditures is a proposed tuition
increase.
1. The personal service base will
increase by $537,000 due to annualizing the FY1992 salary increases and multiple year
salary increase commitment
2. The proposed early retirement
package looms in the future as
a potentially major budget
issue. It is estimated that over
$636,000 will be needed to
cover vacation and sick leave
payouts if 40 percent of eligible
employees at GSU take advantage of this program
3. Assuming a tuition increase
between 4 and 10 percent for
current enrollment levels,
GSU may anticipate generating an additional $244,000 to
$600.000 in tuition revenue.
4. The bottom line is that GSU
will face a deficit somewhere
between $800,000 and $1.400,000, depending on early retirement, the level of a tuition
increase, and the appropriation.
REVIEWING PRIORITIES
A calamitous future awaits Illinois higher education if funding
patterns continue to spiral downward. Specifically, GSU may face
a deficit as high as 2.1 million
dollars by FY1995 under current
budget trends. Understanding
that we can no longer survive by
reallocatinig needed equipment,
contractuaL and commodity budgets to the personal services line,
GSU is embarking on a review of
every University function to distinguish between low and highpriority functions. This review
will provide a basis from which to
eliminate funding of lower priority activities or reallocate existing
funds for use in high priority
functions. This financial realignment may provide some solutions;
however, the University will be
forced to curtail many important
educational functions that we now
provide our students and our
region.
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SMA Students Show What They DO
UNIVERSITY PARK- When
Lawrence Barrett turned 18, his
parents wondered what new
challenges he'd face.
Barrett is involved in the South
Metropolitan Association (SMA)
special education network, a
cooperative association of elementary and high schools that
provides special education services through age 21 for children
with severe mental and physical
handicaps.
In the past, Barrett and other
students like him would have continued their training at Homewood-Flossmoor High School one
of eight SMA Center for Adaptive
Programming (CAP) sites. CAP
offers them training for maximum functional independence.
But SMA staff wanted a new environment for their older students;
one in which they could be among
people their own age, continue
with educational experiences and
get on-the-job training through
CAP. They created a pilot pr()gram at Governors State University.

l.awreDCe Barrett of Univenity
Park is a part-time employee of
Ace CoHee Bar cleaning tables in
tbe cafeteria at Governors State
Univenity. Barrett is participat·
ing in a pilot program established
by the South Metropolitan Associ·
ation at GSU.

Barrett of University Park is
working part-time for Ace Coffee
Bar cleaning the tables and
collecting the trays in the GSU
cafeteria The experience could
land him a similar job once he
completes the SMA program.
Mike Sippel of Peotone. another
SMA student, is working in the
Follett's Bookstore on campus,
and Mike Guzik of Dolton is cleaning in the Campus Community
Center as part of the pilot pf()gram Nick Polym of Park Forest,
who is unable to work, has benefitted from the new environment and
the GSU swimming and exercise
facilities.
SMA teacher Julie Chapman
and aide Linda Headley say the
university is an ideal setting. A
trip to the cafeteria, for example,
has become a learning experience
for the four who now reco~mize
words on the menu, review basic
math skills by totalling their bill,
and sit and socialize in the
cafeteria
They are learning introductory
computer skiJis in the GSU

Earn Extra $$$ In Your
Spare Time
Aloe International is looking
for distributors in your area. Share
top quality aloe based productswith
family, friends and associates and
make extra money. Bonus program
also available. Call Today
H&:Hand Assoc. (~)S34-3m

Mike Stippel of Peotone works in
tbe Follett's Bookstore on tbe
Governor State University campus as part of a special pilot program developed by tbe Soutb
Metropolitan Association (SMA).
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NEED EXTRA SS$ FOR

TUITION?
Turn your interest in cooking into
a profitable business. " Pampered
Chef' Home Parties average $15
per hr. Call (708) 323-8557.

Academic Computer Lab, and
have made numerous trips to the
library. The four also use the pool
for both physical therapy and
recreation
SMA stair expectations for the
program have been surpassed
"Coming to GSU has been a wonderful experience," Chapman
says.
Even the parents are noticing a
diHerence. For example. one student now is paying attention to his
appearance and wants to do his
own shopping for clothes. Another
student. who rarely had anything
to say. goes home with wonderful
stories about what he did that
day.
"I think what our students and
GSU students are discovering by
being together is that there are
more similarities than differences,Chapman said.
She is working closely with Dr
Maribeth Kasik, professor of special education who is the GSU
liaison. The SMA program at the
university also is being used as a
practicum for GSU special education majors.
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CHEAPER THAN RENT:
4DR,2.5 Bath Townhouse with
functional Ooorplan and lots of
closet space. All appliances stay,
incl. washer, dryer, dishwasher.
Full base nent, Central air,
natural gas. l..anJsaped premises,
close to GSU.
CE!IITURY 21 DABBS&:

ASSOC. CATHLEEN
HUMMEL 708(147~

President

I wc;rk here at GSU and can
meet w/you f'ighl here on campus.
I have a good following, am well
versed in APA format and a for·
mer proofreader. Just call the
above number & leave message.

Don't wony about your education
WRr.E Cor free scholarship info:
COLLEGE FUND FINDERS
South Holland. lL 60473

- - - - - · FOR RENT

Lake Front Lodge for rent near
South Haven Michigan. Only 2~
hours from Chicago. Available for
reunions, clubs, gatherings or
friends, and parties etc. Sleeps 8 to
25 t Snowmobile and cross country ski trails. Huge fireplace/
gourmet kitchen. Six private
wooded acres on a 100 acre Jake/
sandy beach. Rowboats provided
Low winter and spring rates. Call
(616) 468-4401.

I

TERM PAPERS Proofreading, Editing,
Rewriting
Accurate-Fast-Professional
Researcb/ferm Papers, incl APA
FAST by FAX, on-line,
format. Resumes/CoYer Letters
or mail. Any text. Immediate
Call Today! Ask for O!eryl (815)
service.
469-9393
Call (708) 798-3419
-~--------------------- ------------------ ---EXPERT WORD PROCESSING
&: TYPING SERVICES

NEED TYPING
DONE?
I will do resumes, term
papers, etc. Cheap Rates
Call Susan, 7081748-6781

